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REALCLEAN DISINFECTANTS
REALCLEAN REAL SHINE DE-ICE 

BOOT SEALANT
Real Shine Boot Sealant offers an unmatched high-gloss shine 
while conditioning de-ice boots to prevent drying and cracking. 
Real Shine De-Ice Boot Sealant also protects boots from harm-
ful UV Rays which over time will damage the boots. Keep your 
de-ice boots looking their best with the Real Shine System.
 P/N 09-03771 ...........$61.75

REALCLEAN REAL SHINE 
DE-ICE BOOT PREP

Real Shine Aircraft Deice Boot Prep is formulated for easy 
stripping of old sealant and dressings from aircraft boots. Real 
Shine is easy to use and will completely strip and clean the boot 
surface to reveal a clean bare surface ready for the Real Shine 
Sealant application ......................P/N 09-03770 .............. $46.70

REALCLEAN TURBINE
SOOT MASTER

Turbine Soot Master is a carbon soot cleaner and 
degreaser designed to effectively address carbon 
exhaust build-up and staining that plagues most turbo-
prop aircraft. Our streak-free formula safely dissolves 

carbon, grease and oil revealing a clean surface with very little effort. This 
product is rinse-free and does not require any water. Just spray on and 
wipe the surface clean with a microfiber or terry cloth.   This Product may 
be diluted 1 part Turbine Soot Master to 1 part Water for lighter exhaust 
soot, soils or grease cleaning.
16 Ounce .....................................................P/N 09-05673 ...........$23.70
32 Ounce. ....................................................P/N 09-03768 ...........$39.99
1 Gallon .......................................................P/N 09-03769 .........$112.75
5 Gallon .......................................................P/N 09-05338 .........$384.00

REALCLEAN POST FLIGHT
INTERIOR / EXTERIOR CLEANER

Post Flight is a high performance Interior and Exterior liquid 
cleaner and polish that is safe for all surfaces. It is designed 
for light duty ultra-fast post flight and quick turn cleaning. Just 
spray Post-Flight on any surface and wipe away, leaving a 
clean beautiful shine. Post-Flight contains micro-waxes that 
clean and shine paint, aluminum, Plexiglas, polished wood and 
plastic to a beautiful high gloss finish. Use to quickly remove 

bugs, soot, dirt, dust, and fingerprints between flights. Post Flight 
Aircraft Detailing Spray is the quickest way to keep your aircraft interior 
and exterior clean and looking great between flights. Post Flight leaves 
surfaces fingerprint resistant. Not recommended for use on flight instru-
ments or displays.
16 ounce ......................................................P/N 09-05674 ...........$16.50
32 ounce. .....................................................P/N 09-03774 ...........$26.50
1 Gallon .......................................................P/N 09-03775 ...........$72.75

REALCLEAN ADVANTAGE 
CARPET UPHOLSTERY CLEANER
Advantage Carpet and Upholstery Cleaner and 
Stain remover.
32 ounce ......................P/N 09-03778 ...........$21.50
1 Gallon .......................P/N 09-03779 ...........$53.75

REALCLEAN PREMIUM 
MICROFIBER DETAILING CLOTHS

Quality microfiber cloths are designed to make cleaning easier and 
faster, due to the millions of microscopic fibers that make up the fabric. 
Real microfiber fabric is 100 times finer than human hair and have 
almost 100 thousand fibers per square inch. Use microfiber cloths for 
wax removal, cleaning windows, dry washing, polishing wood, cleaning 
leather and upholstery. Our microfiber cloths are safe for all surfaces 
including aircraft windows as they are ultra soft, scratch and lint free.
Just wash and reuse. ..................................P/N 09-03780 ...........$11.99

REALCLEAN STREAMLINE 
SPEED WAX

Streamline Speed Wax is a high gloss aircraft polish 
and waterless dry wash cleaner that offers unmatched 
performance by any other aviation wax. Streamline 
is specially designed to be thin enough for spray on 
application yet still maintain and exceed the cleaning 

and high gloss characteristics of the heavier, hard to use waxes avail-
able. Streamline is silicone-free to prevent P Static build-up and offers 
excellent UV protection (UV is the leading cause of oxidation in aircraft 
paint) Streamline is safe for all aircraft paint and interior polished wood 
trim. If you’re looking for the ultimate aircraft appearance and ease of 
use, try Streamline Speed Wax.
32 ounce. .....................................................P/N 09-03772 ...........$33.50
1 Gallon .......................................................P/N 09-03773 ...........$93.75

REALCLEAN WINGMAN BUG 
REMOVER SPRAY

Wingman Bug Remover Spray Fast-acting cleaner 
Dissolves and lifts insect matter Spray on and wipe-off.
Features: • Fast-acting cleaner • Dissolves and lifts 
insect matter • Spray on and wipe-off • Protects aircraft 
finish from the damaging acidic residue left by insects
16 Ounces ........................P/N 09-05675 ...........$17.50
32 Ounces ........................P/N 09-05331 ...........$24.50
1  Gallon ...........................P/N 09-05332 ...........$66.95

REALCLEAN DRY WASH PRO 
The name says it all! Keep your aircraft clean without the hassle 
of wet washing. Dry Wash Pro removes contaminants that can 
damage aircraft paint. Saves time saves water but does not 
compromise results. Used by professionals, pilots and aircraft 
owners alike! Spray directly on the surface and immediately 
remove using a clean microfiber cloth. No rinsing required.
Features: Environmentally friendly • Biodegradable formula • 
Does NOT contain Wax • 100% Streak Free • Sanitizes hard 

surfaces including aircraft paint, metal, counter tops and polished wood 
surfaces • Exterior and Interior safe
16 Ounce .....................................................P/N 09-05679 ...........$15.75
32 Ounce. ....................................................P/N 09-05680 ...........$21.50
1 Gallon .......................................................P/N 09-05681 ...........$40.50
5 Gallon .......................................................P/N 09-05682 .........$200.95

REALCLEAN CLEAR BLUE PREMIUM 
WASH CONCENTRATE 

Clear Blue Aircraft Wash is a premium concentrated wash 
specially designed for aircraft use.
Features: • Safe for all exterior aircraft surfaces • Effectively 
dissolves dirt, grease, oil, and insect matter • Works great 
in foam sprayer • Contains “REAL CLEAN” micro-waxes to 
enhance gloss level for the ultimate finish

32 Ounce. ....................................................P/N 09-05676 ...........$21.50
1 Gallon .......................................................P/N 09-05677 ...........$47.60
5 Gallon .......................................................P/N 09-05678 .........$214.95

REALCLEAN LEATHER RESTORE 
Leather Restore is an exciting and new cutting edge 
technology that combines the power of top quality leather 
cleaners and conditioners with REALCLEAN’S proprietary 
micromesh melamine sponge to bring you the finest 
leather deep cleaning and care product available. The 

easy 3 in 1 system deep cleans, conditions and restores the look and feel 
of leather, vinyl and plastic to restore your interior back to new in no time!
Specifications: • Safe for all exterior aircraft surfaces • Effectively 
dissolves dirt, grease, oil, and insect matter • Works great in foam 
sprayer • Contains “REAL CLEAN” micro-waxes to enhance gloss level 
for the ultimate finish ...................................P/N 09-05683 .............$9.50

REALCLEAN AEROCIDE INTERIOR 
AIRCRAFT DISINFECTANT 

AeroCide, designed for sanitation of hard and soft surfaces in 
your aircraft. RealClean© AeroCide Interior Aircraft Disinfectant 
Spray Bottle and Wipes are developed with guidance from 
Gulfstream’s Aircraft Disinfecting Procedures, the World Health 
Organization (WHO) and Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) when cleaning and sanitizing is to wear PPG 

including gloves, mask and eye protection.
Note: While these methods are offered in good faith As Real Clean 
Aviation Products© navigates the evolving impact of coronavirus 
throughout communities, Real Clean Aviation Products© is still learning 
and understanding the most effective approach and no responsibility is 
accepted for claims arising following procedures.
Spray Bottle - 32 oz .....................................P/N 09-05719 ...........$46.80
Wipes - 160 per Container...........................P/N 09-05724 ...........$53.75

ZIP CHEM CALLA® 1452 NEUTRAL 
DISINFECTANT CLEANER 

Calla® 1452 Neutral Disinfectant Cleaner is a phosphate-free 
formulation that is designed to provide effective cleaning, 
deodorizing, and disinfecting. This product, when used as 
directed, is formulated to disinfect hard, non-porous, and 
inanimate environmental surfaces. Calla® 1452 does not stain 
aircraft interiors and plastics and is included on the US EPA’s 
List N of Products with Emerging Viral Pathogens and Human 

Coronavirus claims for use against SARS-CoV-2.
Spray Bottle w/ 10 mL Concentrate .............P/N 09-05721 ...........$21.50
10 mL Refill Cartridge ..................................P/N 09-05722 ...........$12.75
Gallon ..........................................................P/N 09-05725 .........$140.75
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